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Modern Living  

Entertainment Center 

The entertainment center is often the most significant and most important piece of furniture in the 

living room or family space. It’s where all the storage can be found, and it also serves as the focal 

point of the room, being the unit that faces the sofa. It’s now easier than ever to create an 

attractive, functional piece that works for both display and storage of extra entertainment 

components. This television cabinet has plenty of storage inside the closed compartments and 

stylish open shelving for books and decorations. This unique entertainment center can easily 

transform a regular living room into a home cinema while maintaining its subtle and simple look.  
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About the Design 

The television is usually the centerpiece of the living room. If all eyes are pointing in that direction, 

make it special. The symmetrical design establishes a sense of order in this space. The television is 

framed by the geometric unit which looks quite compact but is very roomy. Concentrating all 

storage furniture on one wall leaves the rest of the room free for seating and other needs.  

The designer used Wellborn’s full access frameless, Aspire line of cabinetry throughout the 

entertainment center to create a modern twist to a traditional trend. The outer cabinetry 

surrounding the space is Designer Laminate High Gloss Ebony on the Midtown door style. These 

High Gloss Ebony drawers feature the superior drawer option, therefore setting this entertainment 

center apart from the rest. The cabinetry concealing the television and the space above the 

television are Designer Laminate High Gloss Gold Midtown doors.  

The cabinet drawers and tall open shelving are finished in the newly launched Embossed 

Melamine, Smokey Walnut which is featured on the Bel-Air door style. Between the cabinetry 

colors and the lighting, the ambiance of this space is an upscale modern styling. The color palette 

used in this space creates a warm and inviting atmosphere, all members of the family will want to 

gather around this entertainment center. These Smokey Walnut drawers feature the superior 

drawer option again, setting this entertainment center apart from the rest.  
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Layers of lighting are critical to any suitable design which adds some contrast to the space. In 

each drawer and cabinet, Hafele’s Loox lighting program was installed for its dramatic impact and 

functionality. Complementing cabinetry interiors further accentuate the modern look that makes 

Aspire cabinetry so desirable. All the cabinetry featured here has the gray interior colors which 

continue the modern style effortlessly. The High Gloss Ebony and High Gloss Gold cabinetry have 

matching edge banding which extends the color of the cabinet onto the sides of the door face.  

Hafele’s Loox Lighting 

Program  

Gray Interior 

Matching Edge on Doors 

Smokey Walnut Interior 
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Innovative Mechanisms  

There are now more creative ways to open cabinetry such as; Touch to Open, Touch to Lift-Up, 

Downwards doors, Up-and-Over Lift Opening, Bi-Fold doors, Parallel Lift-Up door, and the list 

goes on. This high-tech modern entertainment center was made possible by Wellborn’s YouDrawIt 

program which allows you to customize any space. The doors concealing the television are 

powered by a remote which allows for smooth movement of the doors; the doors pop out slightly 

and glide to either side with the Salice flush table top hinge. The High Gloss Gold cabinetry along 

the top, open and close with a remote control. The bottom cabinetry feature Push to Open 

technology, so there is no need for pulls or knobs. The Smokey Walnut drawers on both sides of 

the entertainment center are all Touch to Open and smoothly open and close with just a touch. 

The cabinets below the television are Touch to Open and flip-down for storage of the television 

system, DVD player, or game consoles.  

Touch To Open flip-down 

Doors—YouDrawIt 

Salice Flush Table 

Top Hinge Doors—

YouDrawIt 

Push To Open Drawer 
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Control the Mood 

Beneath the television is an LED fireplace that coordinates color options with the rest of the 

ambient lighting. Lighting helps highlight decorative pieces and makes it easier to access supplies 

in deep or dark areas. The light along the top of the entertainment center adds depth to the entire 

room, making ceilings appear taller and more spacious. The below cabinet lighting tucks above the 

toe kick to create architectural interest while helping with nighttime navigation. The RGB lighting 

along the top and bottom of the entertainment center change color with the use of a remote so you 

can control the mood of the space.  

LED Fireplace 

RGB Lighting  
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Details for Excellence  

It’s the little details that are vital. Little things make big things happen. The full height aluminum 

metal doors have low iron clear glass to display the decorative pieces on the shelving. Inside the 

full height cabinet are Element Eluma shelves which are designed with a black aluminum frame 

for style and functionality. These unique Eluma shelves have lighting built into the shelf. To give 

the cabinetry some personality, matching end panels were installed on all outer edges of the 

entertainment center. The tall High Gloss Ebony cabinets on either side of the entertainment 

center are full height doors with lighting strips on the interior of the cabinet.  

Element Eluma shelves 

with Black Aluminum 

Frame 

Interior Lighting behind Touch to 

Open door 
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YouDrawIt  

The High Gloss Ebony tall cabinets on either side of the entertainment center are full height doors 

which are a customizable option with the YouDrawIt program. The metal doors concealing the 

right and left shelves are aluminum framed doors which is characteristically lightweight and has 

high reflectivity, enhancing the illumination in the entertainment center. These aluminum framed 

doors were created using Wellborn’s YouDrawIt program allowing you to customize any space. All 

the Smokey Walnut drawers are inset drawers with applied fronts to keep the door front from 

interrupting the doors hiding the television. The unit of cabinetry holding the television is also 

YouDrawIt due to its two fixed shelves above the television and the shelf holding the television.  

Full Height 

Doors—
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Doors  


